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ADDENDUM 
 
 
CORRECTIONS 

 
Lot 35  Please note this work is signed Clara D. Davidson and dated 1916 lower left. 
 
Lot 157  Please note the correct description for this lot is : Set of Three Mid-Century Modern Style 

Hardwood Tables. 
 
Lot 209           Please note when the catalogue was originally uploaded to our website the image of the  
                        Mexican sterling silver coffee and tea service was incorrect. The correct image of the  
                        coffee and tea service was posted online on Monday, September 25. 
 
Lot 211           Please note when the catalogue was originally uploaded to our website the image of the  
                       Tiffany & Co. silver mounted mahogany drinks tray and the Gorham silver mounted  
                       mahogany drinks tray was incorrect. The correct image of the two drinks trays was posted  
                       on Monday, September 25. 
 
Lot 213 Please note that the correct image of the Assembled Fisher Sterling Silver and Wood 

Coffee and Tea was posted online on Tuesday, September 26th. 
 
Lot 212 Please note that the correct weight is 59.3 ounces. 
 
Lot 217           Please note when the catalogue was originally uploaded to our website the image of the  
                        Gorham silver and wood-handled coffee and tea service was incorrect. The correct image  
                        of the coffee and tea service was posted on Monday, September 25. 
 
Lot 221           Please note when the catalogue was originally uploaded to our website the image of the  
                        pair of hurricane lamps was incorrect. The correct image of the pair of hurricane lamps  
                        was posted on Monday, September 25. 
 
Lot 259           Please note when the catalogue was originally uploaded to our website the image of the  
                        pair of metal figural torcheres with associated bases was incorrect. The correct image of  
                        the pair of torcheres with associated bases was posted on Monday, September 25. 
 
Lot 289 Please note that the correct count for this lot is twenty-seven pieces. This lots comprises 8 

champagne glasses with knopped stems, and 19 tall stemmed wine glasses. 
 



Lot 324 Please note that this lot is not dated. 
 
Lot 357 Please note that this lot comprises a pair of vases, two jars with covers, shallow circular 

dish and two bowls; Together with a Chinese gilt and polychrome decorated porcelain 
two-handled vase. 

 
Lot 444 Please note that the correct length is 7 feet, 1 inch. 
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